
Zona Norte The Post Structural Body Of Erotic Dancers And Sex
Workers In Tijuana San Diego And Los Angeles An
Autoethnography Of Desire And Addiction

Essentials of WMS-III Assessment Elizabeth O. Lichtenberger 2001-10-19
This one-stop guide offers state-of-the-art practical and interpretive
guides for the Wechsler Memory Scales, used to interpret intellectual
and memory function in dementia patients, substance-abusing patients,
and individuals recovering from head trauma, among others.
Sociological Theory Beyond the Canon Syed Farid Alatas 2017-05-27 This
book expands the sociological canon by introducing non-Western and
female voices, and subjects the existing canon itself to critique. Including
chapters on both the ‘founding fathers’ of sociology and neglected
thinkers it highlights the biases of Eurocentrism and androcentrism,
while also offering much-needed correctives to them. The authors
challenge a dominant account of the development of sociological theory
which would have us believe that it was only Western European and later
North American white males in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century who thought in a creative and systematic manner about the
origins and nature of the emerging modernity of their time. This
integrated and contextualised account seeks to restructure the ways in
which we theorise the emergence of the classical sociological canon. This
book’s global scope fills a significant lacuna and provides a unique
teaching resource to students of classical sociological theory.
A Guide to Zona Pellucida Domain Proteins Eveline S. Litscher
2015-06-29 This book provides a coherent, clear, and uniform
presentation of structural, genetic, molecular, and biochemical
information available for the zona pellucida domain protein family, which

impact pathologies such as infertility, deafness, and cancer. Furthermore
it: Details information about the structure and function of the ZP domain
in ZPDC-proteins Provides illustrations of the organization of ZPDC-
proteins, the genes that encode the proteins, and examples of mutations
in the ZP domain that cause diseases Speculates as to the evolution of
the ZP domain and potential therapeutics for diseases stemming from ZP
domain mutations Addresses mammalian and non-mammalian systems
The Moravian Springplace Mission to the Cherokees, Abridged
Edition Rowena McClinton 2010-12-01 In 1801 the Moravians, a Pietist
German-speaking group from Central Europe, founded the Springplace
Mission at a site in present-day northwestern Georgia. The Moravians
remained among the Cherokees for more than thirty years, longer than
any other Christian group. John and Anna Rosina Gambold served at the
mission from 1805 until Anna's death in 1821. Anna, the principal author
of the diaries, chronicles the intimate details of Cherokee daily life for
seventeen years. Anna describes mission life and what she heard and
saw at Springplace: food preparation and consumption, transactions
pertaining to land, Cherokee body ornaments, conjuring, Cherokee law
and punishment, Green Corn ceremonies, ball play, and matriarchal and
marriage traditions. She similarly recounts stories she heard about
rainmaking, the origins of the Cherokee people, and how she herself
conversed with curious Cherokees about Christian images and fixtures.
She also recalls earthquakes, conversions, notable visitors, annuity
distributions, and illnesses. This abridged edition offers selected excerpts
from the definitive edition of the Springplace diary, enabling significant
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themes and events of Cherokee culture and history to emerge. Anna's
carefully recorded observations reveal the Cherokees' worldview and
allow readers a glimpse into a time of change and upheaval for the tribe.
Super Indian Volume One Arigon Starr 2012-09-05
The Clay We Are Made Of Susan M. Hill 2017-04-28 If one seeks to
understand Haudenosaunee (Six Nations) history, one must consider the
history of Haudenosaunee land. For countless generations prior to
European contact, land and territory informed Haudenosaunee thought
and philosophy, and was a primary determinant of Haudenosaunee
identity. In The Clay We Are Made Of, Susan M. Hill presents a
revolutionary retelling of the history of the Grand River Haudenosaunee
from their Creation Story through European contact to contemporary
land claims negotiations. She incorporates Indigenous theory, Fourth
world post-colonialism, and Amerindian autohistory, along with
Haudenosaunee languages, oral records, and wampum strings to provide
the most comprehensive account of the Haudenosaunee’s relationship to
their land. Hill outlines the basic principles and historical knowledge
contained within four key epics passed down through Haudenosaunee
cultural history. She highlights the political role of women in land
negotiations and dispels their misrepresentation in the scholarly canon.
She guides the reader through treaty relationships with Dutch, French,
and British settler nations, including the Kaswentha/Two-Row Wampum
(the precursor to all future Haudenosaunee-European treaties), the
Covenant Chain, the Nanfan Treaty, and the Haldimand Proclamation,
and concludes with a discussion of the current problematic relationships
between the Grand River Haudenosaunee, the Crown, and the Canadian
government.
Phonetics, Theory and Application William R. Tiffany 1977
Troubling Vision Nicole R. Fleetwood 2011-01-15 Troubling Vision
addresses American culture’s fixation on black visibility, exploring how
blackness is persistently seen as a problem in public culture and even in
black scholarship that challenges racist discourse. Through trenchant
analysis, Nicole R. Fleetwood reorients the problem of black visibility by
turning attention to what it means to see blackness and to the

performative codes that reinforce, resignify, and disrupt its meaning.
Working across visual theory and performance studies, Fleetwood asks,
How is the black body visualized as both familiar and disruptive? How
might we investigate the black body as a troubling presence to the scopic
regimes that define it as such? How is value assessed based on visible
blackness? Fleetwood documents multiple forms of engagement with the
visual, even as she meticulously underscores how the terms of
engagement change in various performative contexts. Examining a range
of practices from the documentary photography of Charles “Teenie”
Harris to the “excess flesh” performances of black female artists and pop
stars to the media art of Fatimah Tuggar to the iconicity of Michael
Jackson, Fleetwood reveals and reconfigures the mechanics, codes, and
metaphors of blackness in visual culture. “Troubling Vision is a path-
breaking book that examines the problem of seeing blackness—the
simultaneous hyper-visibility and invisibility of African Americans—in US
visual culture in the last half century. Weaving together critical modes
and methodologies from performance studies, art history, critical race
studies, visual culture analysis, and gender theory, Fleetwood expands
Du Bois’s idea of double vision into a broad questioning of whether
‘representation itself will resolve the problem of the black body in the
field of vision.’ With skilled attention to historical contexts, documentary
practices, and media forms, she takes up the works of a broad variety of
cultural producers, from photographers and playwrights to musicians
and visual artists and examines black spectatorship as well as black
spectacle. In chapters on the trope of ‘non-iconicity’ in the photographs
of Charles (Teenie) Harris, the ‘visible seams’ in the digital images of the
artist Fatimah Tuggar, and a coda on the un-dead Michael Jackson,
Fleetwood's close analyses soar. Troubling Vision is a beautifully written,
original, and important addition to the field of American
Studies.”—Announcement of the American Studies Association for the
2012 Lora Romero First Book Publication Prize
Indigenous Men and Masculinities Robert Alexander Innes 2015-11-06
What do we know of masculinities in non-patriarchal societies?
Indigenous peoples of the Americas and beyond come from traditions of
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gender equity, complementarity, and the sacred feminine, concepts that
were unimaginable and shocking to Euro-western peoples at contact.
"Indigenous Men and Masculinities", edited by Kim Anderson and Robert
Alexander Innes, brings together prominent thinkers to explore the
meaning of masculinities and being a man within such traditions, further
examining the colonial disruption and imposition of patriarchy on
Indigenous men. Building on Indigenous knowledge systems, Indigenous
feminism, and queer theory, the sixteen essays by scholars and activists
from Canada, the U.S., and New Zealand open pathways for the nascent
field of Indigenous masculinities. The authors explore subjects of
representation through art and literature, as well as Indigenous
masculinities in sport, prisons, and gangs. "Indigenous Men and
Masculinities" highlights voices of Indigenous male writers, traditional
knowledge keepers, ex-gang members, war veterans, fathers, youth, two-
spirited people, and Indigenous men working to end violence against
women. It offers a refreshing vision toward equitable societies that
celebrate healthy and diverse masculinities.
Hispanics and the Future of America National Research Council
2006-02-23 Hispanics and the Future of America presents details of the
complex story of a population that varies in many dimensions, including
national origin, immigration status, and generation. The papers in this
volume draw on a wide variety of data sources to describe the contours
of this population, from the perspectives of history, demography,
geography, education, family, employment, economic well-being, health,
and political engagement. They provide a rich source of information for
researchers, policy makers, and others who want to better understand
the fast-growing and diverse population that we call "Hispanic." The
current period is a critical one for getting a better understanding of how
Hispanics are being shaped by the U.S. experience. This will, in turn,
affect the United States and the contours of the Hispanic future remain
uncertain. The uncertainties include such issues as whether Hispanics,
especially immigrants, improve their educational attainment and fluency
in English and thereby improve their economic position; whether
growing numbers of foreign-born Hispanics become citizens and achieve

empowerment at the ballot box and through elected office; whether
impending health problems are successfully averted; and whether
Hispanics' geographic dispersal accelerates their spatial and social
integration. The papers in this volume provide invaluable information to
explore these issues.
Run for the Border Steven Bender 2012-05-13 Arguing for immigration
reform based on negotiation and cross-border accord, offers an historical
analysis of border crossings, both Mexico to the United States and the
United States to Mexico, revealing the symbiotic relationship between
the two countries and their shared economic and cultural legacy.
The Gay Ones Eve Linkletter 2014-03-28 Were they pranks of nature? Or
were they the third sex--the gay ones?
William T. Vollmann Christopher K. Coffman 2014-12-18 "This
fascinating, massive, wide-ranging collection that editors Christopher K.
Coffman and Daniel Lukes have gathered together into William T.
Vollmann: A Critical Companion will soon be recognized as one of those
rare critical books for which that egregiously overused term
'groundbreaking' is fully justified." —Larry McCaffery, from the preface
of William T. Vollmann: A Critical Companion The essays in this
collection make a case for regarding William T. Vollmann as the most
ambitious, productive, and important living author in the US. His oeuvre
includes not only outstanding work in numerous literary genres, but also
global reportage, ethical treatises, paintings, photographs, and many
other productions. His reputation as a daring traveler and his fascination
with life on the margins have earned him an extra-literary renown
unequaled in our time. Perhaps most importantly, his work is exceptional
in relation to the literary moment. Vollmann is a member of a group of
authors who are responding to the skeptical ironies of postmodernism
with a reinvigoration of fiction’s affective possibilities and moral
sensibilities, but he stands out even among this cohort for his
prioritization of moral engagement, historical awareness, and
geopolitical scope. Included in this book in addition to twelve scholarly
critical essays are reflections on Vollmann by many of his peers,
confidantes, and collaborators, including Jonathan Franzen, James
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Franco, and Michael Glawogger. With a preface by Larry McCaffery and
an afterword by Michael Hemmingson, this book offers readings of most
of Vollmann’s works, includes the first critical engagements with several
key titles, and introduces a range of voices from international Vollmann
scholarship.
William T. Vollmann Michael Hemmingson 2014-01-10 Talking bugs,
electricity, the founding of empires, hobos, Nazis, whores, violence,
drugs, murder, secret cabals, Heaven, Hell--William T. Vollmann is a
writer of enormous novels that are stuffed with entire worlds of creation
and destruction. This first ever book-length critical study traces his
career to date with chapters devoted to each of his novels, as well as his
short stories and major nonfiction. Vollmann is a writer of obsessions,
and this study concentrates on three of them--freedom, redemption, and
prostitution--while arguing that the author that dwells on them is worthy
of being called one of our greatest living American writers. Also included
are seven interviews spanning the years 1991-2007 that reinforce the
persistence of Vollmann's attraction to these themes.
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2009
Bad Karma & Kinky Sex Michael Hemmingson 2009-02-01
Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage Virginia Sánchez Korrol
1993 Presents essays dealing with literature written by Hispanic
Americans from the sixteenth century through 1960, evaluates individual
authors, and examines the contributions of Latino authors in a
multicultural, multilingual society.
The Taxi-Dance Hall Paul G. Cressey 2013-08-21 First published in
2003. This is Volume II of eight in the Early Sociology of Culture
collection and offers a sociological study on the commercialized
recreation. Paul G. Cressey while serving as a case-worker and special
investigator for the Juvenile Protective Association was requested during
the summer of 1925 to report upon the new and then quite unfamiliar
closed dance halls. This book is in a sense the outgrowth of those
assignments.
Teaching Visual Anthropology Paolo Chiozzi 1989
Pornographic Art and the Aesthetics of Pornography H. Maes 2013-11-19

What happens when art and pornography meet? By providing a plurality
of disciplinary approaches and theoretical perspectives this essay
collection will give the reader a fuller and deeper understanding of the
commonalities and frictions between artistic and pornographic
representations.
Zona Geoff Dyer 2012-02-02 In this spellbinding book, the man
described by the Daily Telegraph as 'possibly the best living writer in
Britain' takes on his biggest challenge yet: unlocking the film that has
obsessed him all his adult life. Like the film Stalker itself, it confronts the
most mysterious and enduring questions of life and how to live.
Visual Research Jonathan S. Marion 2020-06-11 Visual Research: A
Concise Introduction to Thinking Visually is the first text to present a
concise overview of the significant ethical, theoretical, and practical
considerations for conducting research with images. The capacity to take
photos and video on handheld devices and the ability to store, post, and
share such imagery online all offer tremendous opportunities for social
research. The rapid development and popularity of such technology
means that little technological proficiency is required, and even less
theoretical and ethical consideration. This book provides an accessible
introduction to doing visual research in the social sciences. Beginning
with ethical considerations, this book highlights the importance of
thinking visually before engaging in visual research. Further themes
involve creating, organizing, and using images and are presented so as to
help readers think about and work with their own visual data. Boxed case
studies and further reading suggestions enhance the utility of this
primer. Concise and highly focused, Visual Research will be an
invaluable resource for visual, media, and communications students and
researchers and others interested in visual research in the social
sciences.
The Columbia History of Latinos in the United States Since 1960
David G. Gutiérrez 2004-07-20 Latinos are now the largest so-called
minority group in the United States—the result of a growth trend that
began in the mid-twentieth century—and the influence of Latin cultures
on American life is reflected in everything from politics to education to
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mass cultural forms such as music and television. Yet very few volumes
have attempted to analyze or provide a context for this dramatic
historical development. The Columbia History of Latinos in the United
States Since 1960 is among the few comprehensive histories of Latinos in
America. This collaborative, interdisciplinary volume provides not only
cutting-edge interpretations of recent Latino history, including essays on
the six major immigrant groups (Mexicans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans,
Dominicans, Central Americans, and South Americans), but also insight
into the major areas of contention and debate that characterize Latino
scholarship in the early twenty-first century. This much-needed book
offers a broad overview of this era of explosive demographic and cultural
change by exploring the recent histories of all the major national and
regional Latino subpopulations and reflecting on what these historical
trends might mean for the future of both the United States and the other
increasingly connected nations of the Western Hemisphere. While at one
point it may have been considered feasible to explore the histories of
national populations in isolation from one another, all of the contributors
to this volume highlight the deep transnational ties and interconnections
that bind different peoples across national and regional lines. Thus, each
chapter on Latino national subpopulations explores the ambiguous and
shifting boundaries that so loosely define them both in the United States
and in their countries of origin. A multinational perspective on important
political and cultural themes—such as Latino gender systems, religion,
politics, expressive and artistic cultures, and interactions with the
law—helps shape a realistic interpretation of the Latino experience in the
United States.
The Men Who Stare at Goats Jon Ronson 2011-06-28 Now a major film,
starring George Clooney, Ewan McGregor, and Jeff Bridges, this New
York Times bestseller is a disturbing and often hilarious look at the U.S.
military's long flirtation with the paranormal—and the psy-op soldiers
that are still fighting the battle. Bizarre military history: In 1979, a crack
commando unit was established by the most gifted minds within the U.S.
Army. Defying all known laws of physics and accepted military practice,
they believed that a soldier could adopt the cloak of invisibility, pass

cleanly through walls, and—perhaps most chillingly—kill goats just by
staring at them. They were the First Earth Battalion, entrusted with
defending America from all known adversaries. And they really weren’t
joking. What’s more, they’re back—and they’re fighting the War on
Terror. An uproarious exploration of American military paranoia: With
investigations ranging from the mysterious “Goat Lab,” to Uri Geller’s
covert psychic work with the CIA, to the increasingly bizarre role played
by a succession of U.S. presidents, this might just be the funniest, most
unsettling book you will ever read—if only because it is all true and is
still happening today.
Confronting Cancer Juliet Marie McMullin 2009 The World Health
Organization (WHO) reported more than 7 million deaths from cancer--
2.5 percent of all deaths--in 2005. Each year there are approximately 11
million new cases, and WHO expects that the number will double by
2020. Although the disease is not uncommon in rich nations, 70 percent
of cancer deaths occur in low- and middle-income regions and countries.
The growing frequency of the disease reinforces its significance as a
metaphor for lack of control and degeneration and as a signifier of
difference, something that is part of one's body and world and yet
completely unacceptable. In this book, anthropologists examine the lived
experiences of individuals confronting cancer and reveal the social
context in which prevention and treatment may succeed or fail.
As We Have Always Done Leanne Betasamosake Simpson 2017 Cover --
Half Title -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents -- Introduction -- 1 Nishnaabeg
Brilliance as Radical Resurgence Theory -- 2 Kwe as Resurgent Method --
3 The Attempted Dispossession of Kwe -- 4 Nishnaabeg Internationalism -
- 5 Nishnaabeg Anticapitalism -- 6 Endlessly Creating Our Indigenous
Selves -- 7 The Sovereignty of Indigenous Peoples' Bodies -- 8 Indigenous
Queer Normativity -- 9 Land as Pedagogy -- 10 "I See Your Light":
Reciprocal Recognition and Generative Refusal -- 11 Embodied
Resurgent Practice and Coded Disruption -- 12 Constellations of
Coresistance -- Conclusion Toward Radical Resurgent Struggle --
Acknowledgments -- Notes -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I --
J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- Y -- Z
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ZONA NORTE Michael Hemmingson 2009-05-27 Zona Norte: The Post-
Structural Body of Erotic Dancers and Sex Workers in Tijuana, San Diego
and Los Angeles: An Auto/ethnography of Desire and Addiction started
out as an ethnographic study of prostitution on both sides of the
U.S./Mexican border and, as cultural anthropologist Michael
Hemmingson explains, turned inward as a study of the self, or what is
referred to as “auto/ethnography” in today’s lexicon of qualitative
research. The author studies himself within the culture of the Other –- he
examines his feelings, memories, and reactions as he conducts his
participant observations and interviews in the field, questioning why he
chose to research erotic and exotic dancers, strippers, hookers, and
various sex workers on both sides of an international border, revealing
how the subjects are alike, and how they are different, and how they
survive in their worlds. Auto/ethnography is one of the fastest growing
and popular sub-fields in sociology, anthropology, and communications
today. Books and anthologies are widely published, special journal issues
appear each year on the subject, and there are an increasing number of
dissertations in all fields of qualitative research cropping up from
universities in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Australia, and
New Zealand. Zona Norte is the latest contribution to this vibrant new
approach to living the ethnographic life, as both a scholar and
autobiographer.
State and Society John Gledhill 1995 The traditional Eurocentric view
of state formation and the rise of civilization is challenged in this broad-
ranging book. Bringing archaeological research into contact with the
work of ethno-historians and anthropologists, it generates a discussion of
fundamental concepts rather than a search for modern analogies for
processes that occurred in the past.
What Night Brings Carla Trujillo 2003-04-01 What Night Brings focuses
on a Chicano working-class family living in California during the 1960s.
Marci-smart, feisty and funny-tells the story with the wisdom of someone
twice her age as she determines to defy her family and God in order to
find her identity, sexuality and freedom. "Carla Trujillo's What Night
Brings puts one more wonderful Latina novelist on the must-read list

right up there beside Sandra Cisneros, Julia Alvarez and Cristina Garcia.
This moving story, told in the completely convincing voice of its young
protagonist, explores living with domestic abuse and longing for the
maternal protection that always fails to materialize. We touch the
mysteries of religion in a child's life, and are completely captivated by a
young girl's budding lesbian identity. Character and situation building
are exemplary, yet we are hit hard when the book takes its final turn.
What Night Brings is a page-turner that lingers long after the last page
has been turned."-Margaret Randall "A story that is at once
heartbreaking and hilarious, beautifully told by a wise and wise-cracking
young girl."-Sandra Cisneros
Outlaw Representation Richard Meyer 2002 Outlaw Representation is a
Beacon Press publication.
The Annotated Reader RYAN GANDER AND. JONATHAN P. WATTS
2018
Latinas/os in the United States Havidan Rodriguez 2007-11-21 The
Latina/o population in the United States has become the largest minority
group in the nation. Latinas/os are a mosaic of people, representing
different nationalities and religions as well as different levels of
education and income. This edited volume uses a multidisciplinary
approach to document how Latinas and Latinos have changed and
continue to change the face of America. It also includes critical
methodological and theoretical information related to the study of the
Latino/a population in the United States.
Translocas Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes 2021-04-05 Translocas
focuses on drag and transgender performance and activism in Puerto
Rico and its diaspora. Arguing for its political potential, Lawrence La
Fountain-Stokes explores the social and cultural disruptions caused by
Latin American and Latinx “locas” (effeminate men, drag queens,
transgender performers, and unruly women) and the various forms of
violence to which queer individuals in Puerto Rico and the U.S. are
subjected. This interdisciplinary, auto-ethnographic, queer-of-color
performance studies book explores the lives and work of contemporary
performers and activists including Sylvia Rivera, Nina Flowers, Freddie
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Mercado, Javier Cardona, Jorge Merced, Erika Lopez, Holly Woodlawn,
Monica Beverly Hillz, Lady Catiria, and Barbra Herr; television programs
such as RuPaul’s Drag Race; films such as Paris Is Burning, The Salt
Mines, and Mala Mala; and literary works by authors such as Mayra
Santos-Febres and Manuel Ramos Otero. Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes,
a drag performer himself, demonstrates how each destabilizes (and
sometimes reifies) dominant notions of gender and sexuality through
drag and their embodied transgender expression. These performances
provide a means to explore and critique issues of race, class, poverty,
national identity, and migratory displacement while they posit a
relationship between audiences and performers that has a ritual-like,
communal dimension. The book also analyzes the murders of Jorge
Steven López Mercado and Kevin Fret in Puerto Rico, and invites readers
to challenge, question, and expand their knowledge about queer life,
drag, trans performance, and Puerto Rican identity in the Caribbean and
the diaspora. The author also pays careful attention to transgender
experience, highlighting how trans activists and performers mold their
bodies, promote social change, and create community in a context that
oscillates between glamour and abjection.
Sex Life of a Cop Oscar Peck 2014-03-28 Sex Life of a Cop is the
rollicking, ribald story of one of the most likable cops, or rather two of
the most likable cops, you'd ever hope to meet in any American town.
Author Oscar Peck, ex-cop, gives us two unforgettable characters--
Sergeant Jim Thorne and his partner Hal Dempsey--and lets us ride the
midnight beat in Patrol Car 105 in search of criminals and women. And
there's hardly any crime at al, to speak of... Publisher Sanford Aday was
busted, tried and convicted of obscenity for selling this book back in '59.
Depending on who you read, he got either 10 years and $19,000 in fines,
or 25 years, $25k. Porn legend Ruben Sturman himself may also have
run into trouble for the same work (or possibly a skin mag... tough to tell
with these things).
New Imaginaries Marian J. Rubchak 2019-07-01 Having been spared
the constraints imposed on intellectual discourse by the totalitarian
regime of the past, young Ukrainian scholars now engage with many

Western ideological theories and practices in an atmosphere of
intellectual freedom and uncensored scholarship. Displacing the Soviet
legacy of prescribed thought and practices, this volume’s female
contributors have infused their work with Western elements, although
vestiges of Soviet-style ideas, research methodology, and writing linger.
The result is the articulation of a “New Imaginaries” — neither Soviet
nor Western — that offers a unique approach to the study of gender by
presenting a portrait of Ukrainian society as seen through the eyes of a
new generation of feminist scholars.
66 Chapters about 33 Women Michael Hemmingson 2002-06-27 A
Sensual tour de force, 66 Chapters About 33 Women weaves a
complicated web of erotic connections between 33 women and their
lovers. Granting each woman two vignettes, Hemmingson examines their
sexual peccadilloes, creating a veritable survey course on the
possibilities of erotic fiction.
The Amateurs Michael Hemmingson 2009-02-01 Swinging couples
video-tape their moments of lust and sin and distribute it online for sale
and profit. What happens when amateurs head to San Fernando Valley
(aka Porn Valley) to become professional pornographers is revealed in
these pages for your education, elucidation, and enticement. An Olympia
Press reprint of a modern erotic classic!
Goddess of the Americas Ana Castillo 1997-10-01 Goddess of the
Americas is a brilliant essay collection and an impassioned, unorthodox
celebration of the Virgin of Guadalupe: mother goddess, patron saint of
Mexico, protector of the downtrodden, who made her first appearance on
American soil in 1531. Through a variety of forms -- original essays,
historical writings, short fiction, drama, and poetry -- the illustrious
contributors to this literary anthology examine the impact this potent
deity, the Lady of Guadalupe, has had on the people and culture of
Mexico, and her influence beyond that country, in Latin America, North
America, and Europe. An unprecedented contribution to the literature of
the Americas, Goddess of the Americas is an invigorating investigation,
an idiosyncratic adoration, and a profound recognition of our need for
the sacred, unwavering love of the mother goddess. Francisco Alarcon *
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Luis Alfaro * Gloria Anzaldua * Ronnie Burk * Rosario Castellanos * Ana
Castillo * Denise Chavez * Sandra Cisneros * Felipe Ehrenberg * Clarissa
Pinkola Estes * Rosario Ferre * Francisco Goldman * Guillermo Gomez-
Pena * F. Gonzalez-Crussi * Nancy Mairs * Ruben Martinez * Pat Mora *
Cherrie Moraga * Octavio Paz * Elena Poniatowska * Margaret Randall *
Jeanette Rodriguez * Luis Rodriguez * Richard Rodriguez * Miriam Sagan
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and children have come to seem so important to globalization, the
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globalization and the temporal dimensions, examining the reality behind
truisms such as "youth are the future" or "children are our hope for the
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people's negotiations of the life course. Reaching from the design of
children's toys to youth political mobilization, such discourses and
practices are critical sites through which people everywhere conceive of,
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